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Innotas

Project and Portfolio Management for
Maturing Organizations
Today’s organizations are overwhelmed with too much demand and not enough resources to achieve both strategic and operational
objectives.
Innotas is a cloud-based project portfolio management (PPM) solution that solves this challenge by delivering a proven approach to
managing projects and resources, improving governance and visibility for decision making.
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On-ramp Solution for Organizations Starting out in PPM
Innotas gives you the ability to align the project portfolio to achieve company goals, while enabling reprioritization and agility for
planning resource capacity. From top-down portfolio planning to project and resource management the solution provides:
• Demand Management and Resource Capacity Planning:
Collect a variety requests in one place and evaluate and
make tradeoff decision based on available resources
• Portfolio Prioritization: Strategically select the right
projects that bring the most value to the business
• Dashboards and Reports: Measure, manage, track, and
report on all work

• Resource Management: Ensure resources are working on
the most important projects
• Project Planning and Management: Manage project
schedules, tasks, and resources to deliver on-time and
on-budget
• Collaborative Workspaces: Provide a collaborative work
management experience that brings teams together to get
work done

Be Confident that Resources are Working on the Right Projects
Resource management capabilities in Innotas help to ensure
people are working on the highest value, most well-aligned
work. Improve on-time project delivery, execution, and view
resources in real-time to analyze utilization.
• Request management: Collect project work requests and
incoming demand for new project initiatives and evaluate
what work to take on
• Demand and capacity planning: Effectively plan for future
work with forecasting, what-if analysis, and role-based
planning
• Time tracking: Track actual hours on projects to improve
expense management, capitalization, and resource utilization
• Dashboards and reports: Measure, manage, and track work
effort for proactive decision making with real-time access to
dashboards and reports

Visualize resource constraints and make tradeoffs in real time for
better resourcing decisions

Prioritize Your Project Portfolio with Top-down Planning
Take a top down approach to ensure the organization
is focused on the right things, at the right time. Create
a systematic approach to strategically align projects to
meet business goals. Identify projects that do not warrant
investment by understanding projects at every level, from
objectives to cost. Prioritize the highest-value projects and
determine what can realistically be completed based on
resource capacity and budgets.
• Top-down portfolio planning: Organize projects in any
number of portfolios for all key stakeholders – create as
many portfolios as required to drive business alignment
• Scoring: Gather scores from across the organization
throughout the project lifecycle for prioritization of the
highest value work and requests
• Use Predictive Portfolio Analysis to identify the optimal
mix of projects: Predict, plan, and re-plan your optimal
portfolio of projects and resources. Optimize alignment to
business goals, increase agility, and save time and money

Plan and communicate with stakeholders to meet strategic goals

Plan Projects and Deliver On Time, On Budget
Improve planning and project execution across your entire
project portfolio with visibility into the plan, tasks, financials,
and more.
• Project management: Manage project schedules,
tasks, and resources in a single location with access to
configurable reports and KPIs
• Agile: Achieve greater visibility and project delivery when
using Innotas and JIRA together. Improve communication
between project managers and developers, maximize
productivity, and project delivery

Focus on highest impact work and align your resources and
projects with organizational goals

• Project financials: Stay on budget for every project in your
portfolio with expense tracking and reporting

Empower every team member with collaborative workspaces to get work done
Much of the everyday work done by team members occurs
“below the line” of formal project management – activities
that are often unstructured, ad hoc, and cross-functional.
Team Member Plus provides each team member an Innotas
timesheet combined with a collaborative work management
experience to improve productivity and adoption.
• Kanban boards and cards: Teams come together to plan
work, execute tasks, and collaborate on Kanban boards,
documents and conversations
• My Overview: Each team member has a home page with
a single view of all their assignments across workspaces,
including personal to-dos
• Mobile: Every team member can access their collaborative
workspaces via an intuitive mobile application that
provides team members an ideal way to always stay in
touch with their team and the work at hand

Get an overview of all team work and tasks

Integrate Core Applications with Innotas
Planview’s Integration as a Service makes it easy to integrate
your core business applications with Innotas. Get a
comprehensive view of your data across all systems for better
decision making by leveraging Planview’s expert resources
and secure cloud technology.
• Visibility and transparency: Integrate with agile
development, project management, service desk, human
resources, and financial systems including Atlassian JIRA,
Microsoft Project, Service Now, SAP and more
• Simple, flexible, reliable: Planview maintains, manages,
and implements the integration, and enables seamless
connectivity with any cloud or on premises business
application

Get the data you need from your organization’s systems
and applications

Rationalize Your Applications and Assets
Use Innotas to analyze your application inventory and facilitate
decisions to rationalize, eliminate or continue investments in
technology assets that support business priorities.

Better manage and rationalize your application portfolio

Get Started with Innotas
Innotas is the ideal on-ramp solution that will help your organization get to the next level. Innotas gives IT PMOs a top-down
approach to planning, project prioritization, and resource management and capacity planning and provides the visibility and reporting
needed advance execution and support strategic goals. Innotas also enables product development organizations to mature their
idea-to-launch process, pick winning products, increase portfolio value, and speed time-to-market. Get up and running quickly with
Planview FastTrack, an outcomes-based, analytics-driven approach to achieve faster time-to-value and return on investment.

To learn more about what Innotas can do for your organization,
visit Innotas.com.
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